1. The minutes from 9-26-2013 College Council meeting were approved.
2. Dual Degree discussion
   a. The following language is in the College Council’s minutes from 9-26-2013:
      i. “The additional 20-hour requirement should be eliminated for CoCA students seeking to complete dual degrees in fields in CoCA and fields outside the college.”
      1. [note: I’ve checked with LLSS, and their resolution states: “The additional 20 hour requirement will be eliminated for LLSS students seeking to complete dual degrees in fields in LLSS and fields outside of the college.”]
      ii. The language of that policy was discussed and there was some confusion about whether it matches the original intent of the request that came from Kristen Keith and from Chris Habrecht. It was agreed that we should consult with Chris and/or the current LLSS council chair before we proceed.
3. The tie vote for the CCAP representative from the Department of Communication was discussed. David Tucker and Sumitra Srinivasan were tied as the top vote getters in the department. Sumitra decided to drop out of the running, and so David Tucker was declared the winner.
4. Associate degrees
   a. The creation of associate degrees is a current topic in U Council. We assume that our active associate degrees currently require 60 credit hours, and that 30 of those hours are in the core classes.
   b. The reason for the interest in associate degrees is that degree completion (as opposed to course completion) is now a larger portion of the formula that decides the amount of funding provided to UT by the State of Ohio.
   c. Although no definite plans were discussed, council members seemed to agree that a broad-based Associate of Arts degree should be offered in our college. Other options were discussed, but at the time no other options seemed applicable.
5. Proposed revisions to the College Constitution were discussed (particularly those that were mentioned in the minutes from the previous meeting), but no action on them was taken.
6. It was decided that all council members should carefully examine the current draft constitution, as provided by Holly in August, and bring all suggestions for edits to the next meeting. Hopefully, we will edit and approve the entire document at that time.